Stratos API

Apache Stratos has two main REST APIs: Stratos API and Metadata Service API. The Stratos API enables users to carry out all functions that enable communication with Stratos core components. While, the Metadata Service API enables users to carry out all functions related to metadata services.

APIL Reference

Stratos API Reference

This section provides an overview of all the Stratos API resources used to communicate with Stratos core components. For more detailed information, each resource path has been linked to in-depth REST API resource documentation.

Metadata API Reference

This section provides an overview of all the Metadata API resources used to communicate with the metadata service in Stratos. For more detailed information, each resource path has been linked to in-depth REST API resource documentation.

Stay Up-to-date

REST API Changes

This section helps you stay up to date with the REST API resource changes by listing all the newly introduced resources, the unsupported resources, the updated resource paths due to refactoring and more.

API Versioning

This section provides information as to when each REST API version was introduced. It also shows users how to use a specific REST API version as opposed to the default REST API version.

Advanced Information

HTTP Status Codes

This section provides descriptions on the possible HTTP status codes that can be returned based on the HTTP method that was used.